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L967 'TRAIN DISPATCHERS AISN OPERATORS MANUAI"

BASED ON 1957 CONSOTIDATED CODE OF OPERATING RULES

Unsolicited editorialnote: While the 1959 GN Version with addition of the word "operators" is nothing
great by comparison to their 1945 version, or to dispatchers' manuals of certain other roads, this 1967
version hits a new low. Although it provides very little educational matter, it contains far too much
information beyond the comprehension of, or of interest or concern to, telegraph operators; and for
which those employees would not be examined at rules tests.
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TRAIN DISPATCIIERS
AND OPERATORS II{ANUAL

These instructions are supplementary to the Consoli-
dated Code of Operating Rules, Edition of 1967, they
cancel all previous instructions to Train Dispatchers and
Operators not consistent therewith. They must be reviewed
as frequently as necessary to avoid overlooking their re-
quirements.

Vice President Operations



1. GENERAL-Train dispatchers will issue train or-
ders and must transmit and record them as prescribed by
the rules. They must make the various records required
and mu5t comply with special instructions.

Train dispatchers must guard against dangerous condi-
tions in train movements and must not issue improper or
unsafe combinations in train orders.

When a train order is not understood or if there is any
doubt as to there being a common understanding, the
train order must be annulled and another order issued.

2. RULES OBSERVANCF-TIain dispatchers and op-
erators must report promptly to the Chief Dispatcher:
a. Any enor or irregularity in the handling or execution

of train orders and clearances;
b. Any known or apparent failure of inferior trains to

clear superior trains in accordance with the rules;
c. Any apparent violation of speed restrictions;
tl. Any violation or apparent misunderstanding of rules

or instructions by trainmen, enginemen, train order
operators or othersl

e. Inability to obtain prompt and efficient service from
train order operators.

3. BULLETINS-Train dispatchers must read bulle-
tins and will record the number of the last bulletin posted
on the train sheet, as acknowledgment of understanding
of all bulletins.

At stations where a bulletin board is maintained, the
ernploye who is responsible for posting Superintendents
numbered bulletins must see a separate bulletin file is
kept. Bulletins must be posted promptly upon receipt and
cancelled bulletins removed promptly. Separate and up-
to-date files must be maintained for circulars and notices.

4. HOURS OF SERVICLTTain dispatchers and oper-
ators should have sufficient knowledge^ of the Houri of
Service Law regarding train dispatcheis, operators, engine-
men and trainmen to guard against violations.

5. NEW TIMETABLE-Before the effective time of a
nerv timetable, train dispatchers must check the new
schedules and determine whether ali trains which are au-
thorized by the old timetable will be able to assume the
corresponding schedule of the new timetable and proceed



on that schedule. Should there be any doubt as to a trains
authority to proceed it should be run extra from its initial
station.

Timetables not in effect must be disposed of. At stations
where a supply of timetables is maintained, an adequate
supply of the current timetable must be kept on hand.

6. KNOWLEDGE OF DISTRICT-TIain dispatchers
must familiarize themselves with the physical character-
istics of the tenitory in their charge, also grade condi-
tions, locations of sidings and train order signals at sta-
tions or other conditions that affect the movement of
trains.

7. NOTIFICATION OF TRAIN MOVEMENTS-Con-
necting divisions and dispatching districts must be kept
informed on train movements with which they are con-
cerned and must be promptly advised of any change in
arrival times of trains. Terminals and other stations con-
c9r4e-d sh-ould be kept informed as the expected arrival
of delayed passenger trains.

8. TELEPIIONE CONVERSATIONS-Train dispatch-
ers and operators must be courteous in their telephone
conversations. Special care must be used and consideration
given, when working with new or inexperienced employees.
Train orders, line-ups, track car permits and track and
time limits must be transmitted with care and at a speed
regulated to the capacity of the individual with whom
rvorking.

9. NUMBERING OF TRAIN ORDERS-Train orders,
except slow or cautionary orders, must be numbered con-
secutively each day, beginning at midnight. Each set of
dispatchers will use a separate series of numbers. Adjoin-
ing dispatching districts of difrerent divisions must not
use the same series of numbers, A higher series of num-
bers must be used for slow or cautionary orders. Separate
train order books must be used for each dispatching dis-
trict and an exclusive book used for slow or cautionary
orders.

10. TRAIN ORDER BOOK RECORDS-Each train
order must be written in full and proper records kept in a
book provided for that purpose.

When train orders are transmitted by telegraph, the
train dispatcher must write the order the first time it is
repeated, and must underscore each word and figure each



time it is -repeated thereafter. When orders are transmittedby vorce he must write the order as he transmits it andmust underscore each word and figure eactl- ai;e it-i;
repeated.

The records to be kept in the train order book must beneatly compilgd a.1p .legible. Train dispat&;;- ;-,i"t;
should show his inirials.at tt-rg top oi u;;l;;;i;. Wi,.rliindividual is breakin-g. in with the train disp-atcti"il-ti,"Tperson's initials should be shown directlv t"lf,* 

"r.t 
't"-diri

order issued.

- Separate pages must be used in the train order boolrtor _recording clearances, line-ups, track car permits, andtrack and time limits.
. Train dispatclers must check otr all train orders nolonger in effect by writing his initiaiJ a.ioss tfrl ?;& ;ithe order with a colored-pencil. A sinsle diaEon.af-ii""drawn across the entire page with-a-"6-t,j".j^pErilj'ir,ii:
cates that all train orders on that page ai; 

"; 
-ffi;{;'l;

effect. The letter.,X" draw-n across'tn-e entirJ-pagf wliiia c.olored pencil indicates t}.at all train 
""d;"; ;p-t" ";aincluding that page are no longer in effect.

When an office is closed at the time an order is trans_mitted to other offices,-the address for that omce;;;-b.
entered in the train order book as a reminder 6 isile ;;h
orders when that office opens. Such lnformation-;;.;-b;
included on the transfer. -

. When listing addresses where more than one train getsthe orders at the same station, placJ- the ;t;-ti;; i;]i
gpposite each address and show ihe compiete aiil ;; theline opposite the last entry for that stafion.

When the train dispatcher issues a train order that isto be delivered to a train by the dispatche";t;;b";-;;it
of the body of the order mirst be -aae i" ihe train ord?i:book at the time the order is written on the tr;in ;ici;rform,.the copy i.n the train order book murt te una.l..."""a
as it is repeated thereafter.

_ 11. TRAIN SHEET _ TRAIN GRAPII RECORDS_
Records on train sheets and train iiaphs muit- fe tept)egible, neat and in proper form,

12, ORDERS PLACED ON ANOTIIER DISTRICT_
When orders are issued by one dispatcher to trains onanother dispatcher's districi,.the order -uit t. ;t".;d l;the train order book of each dispatcher. The clearance will
be issued- by tlre dispatcher on- whose dilirict the orderiare placed. In the case of siow or cautionary 

""Aei,J;;;;i;



placecl at a point of clearing trains by another dispatcher,
and not covering territory handled by the other dispatcher,
a skeleton form of the order may be used. If the dispatch-
ins districts are not under the jurisdiction of the same
surrerintendent and interdistrict orders are issued, the
ti'ain must be cleared by both dispatchers invoived and
snch order numbers must be included on each clearance.

Train orders issued by one dispatcher, to be used by
another dispatcher, either in divisional or interdivisional
work, must be entered in the train order book of each
dispatcher and completely safeguarded, especially in the
case of change, annulment or superceding.

13. ORDERS TO MEMBER OF A CREW-When a
member of a crew copies a train order, dispatcher must
insist on person copying the order giving his name, loca-
tion and train identification, before the order may be trans-
mitted. In case of a restricting order, the dispatcher
must obtain absolute assurance from the person
copying the order that the engineer understands that a
restricting train order is to be received for their train
and that there is no possibility of train, or part of train,
leaving while the order is being copied.

Operators should see that telephones in the warehouse
of their station are kept supplied with train orders, clear-
ance a-nd line-up forms.

L4. FUSEES AND TORPEDOES AND OTHER SIG.
NALING EQUIPMENT-An adequate supply of fusees,
torpedoes and other signaling equipment required must be
maintained at all stations.

When instructed by the train dispatcher to place tor-
pi-'does, operator must place torpedoes not less than one
half mile in advance of the train order signal,

When iighting a fusee follow directions on fusee, being
careful tc avoiC being burned by fusee or. its drippings.
Always strike fusee away from face or body.

15. TRANSFERS-In making a transfer, the train
dispatcher being relieved, must list the numbers of all
train orders, slow orders, lineups, track car permits,
also track and time limits still in effect on a separate page.
A transfer must also include any pertinent information of
benefit to the relieving dispatcher, and the transfer must
then be signed. The relieving dispatcher must carefully
check the numbers, addresses, also information contained
in each train order and further note ali information con-
tained in other items transferred, if correct, sign and show
the time of transfer,



16. UNUSUAL WEATHER CONDITIONS-WLen
weather conditions restrict visibility, train dispatchers will
consult with the Chief Dispatcher on duty as to the neces-
sity of blocking trains. This applies in ABS, CTC as well
as non-block signal territory.

Operators must promptiy report to the dispatcher any
unusual weather conditions that may affect visibility or
train operations.

17, SNOW MACEINERY-The operation of snow ma-
chinery is generally done under unfavorable weather con-
clitions and every precaution for safe operation should be
taken. When conditions require, trains should be bloeked
an open office behind a train opening the main track
because of snow conditions, when this cannot be done, they
should be blocked thirtv minutes apart. Train order meet-
ing points must be established between a train opening the
main track because of snow conditions and any opposing
trains.

18. TRAIN ORDER SIGNAL-When instructing oper-
ators to display the train order signal, train dispatchers
must obtain the response frorn the operator that the train
order signal is properly displayed before transmitting the
order, Operators must not be instructed or permitted to
change the position of the train order signal so that it is
not consistent with the requirements of train order for
which it is displayed.

The following is an example of train order form to use
in case a color-light type train order signal is dark: "If
train order signal at is dark it will not be
considered an imperfectly displayed signal clearance not
required,"

If light is restored in the train order signal and it is
necessary to issue train orders to a train at such station,
if the train has been delivered a copy of the above order,
the operator should be prepared to use hand signals to stop
the traii.r if train order signal should fail again.

19. TRAINS LOSING SCHEDULF-When a Lrain
becomes 12 hours late in territory other than CTC territory,
further- movement must be authorized by train order or
numbered clearance. In CTC territorv further movements
rnay be authorized by signal indicatibn.

20. The second paragraph of rule 93 provides that in
ABS territory, within yard limits, inforrnation may be
issued verbally or by message as to rvhen delayed first



class trains will be due to leave the last station where time
is shown.

When issuing time verbally or by message on delayed
first class trains and such time is to be used to occupy the
main track, the time issued must be protected by form
E or SE train older or by signal indication. This informa-
tion to be issued only to yardmaster or member of crew.

When the time issued is to be protected by a CTC signal,
the signal must be set at stop, blocked and not cleared
until the time issued has expired.

21. CLEARANCE RULE 9?(A)-When authorizing
extra trains by clearance as provided in Rule 97(A), the
next highest train order number should be used. The record
in the train dispatcher's train order book must show the
number of the clearance, the address and the destination.

The numbered clearance should not be issued until dis-
patcher is ready to clear the train.

A numbered clearance is used in lieu of a running order
and must not be issued without authority of the train
dispatcher.

22. PROTECTION FOR SLOW OR IMPASSABLE
TRACK: Train dispatchers must familiarize themselves
rvith the provisions of Maintenance of Way rules for the
protection of slow or impassable track.

When issuing speed restriction orders, do not address
the order to passenger trains only or to freight trains
only, as under Rule 12, a train not governed by speed
specified in such train order would be required to move
tl.rrough the territory covered by the train order at a
speed not exceeding 10 MPH.

When notified of broken rail or other unsafe condition in
track, until proper information can be obtained as to speed
restriction necessary, train should be given a train order
ir.rstructing them to stop, inspect the condition and be
certain track is safe before proceeding.

If a member of a crew calls questioning the display of
Maintenance of Way track flags affecting their trains, the
train dispatcher must take prompt action to obtain the
necessary authority from the Maintenance of Way Depart-
ment before issuing any instructions to the train.

23. MAIN TRACK OUT OF SERVICE-Except in
CTC territory, when a main track is out of service and
trains are to be run on an auxiliary track, an order must
be placed in follou'ing form: "Main track is out of service
at 

-(station)- 
trains will use 

-(track)-."



24. ENGINE NUMBERS-When an engine number is
followed by a suffix letter, train dispatchers and operators
will first pronounce the letter then use the appropriate
word to insure correctness, as follows: A-Able; B--Baker;
C-Charlie; D-Dog.

When it is necessary that a train be identified by one
of its units other than the leading unit, arrange to notify
other trains afrected to the extent practicable by message
or radio which unit is the identifying unit of such train.

25. RESTRICTING TRAIN ORDERS-Train orders
must not be issued for a train at the point where its move-
ment is restricted by such.order if it can be avoided; espe-
cially when weather conditions impair visibility, or the
location of the train order signal in relation to the switch
to be used by the train being advanced would cause a
hazardous condition. If the conditions make it necessary to
issrre the order in such a manner, the operator must be
instructed to place torpedoes not less than one-half mile
in advance of train order signal to provide warning for the
train being restricted, and take any additional precautions
that may be necessary. The clearance must nol be issued
for the restricted train until such train has stopped.

When restricting the superiority of a train at a meeting
or waiting point, the train advanced should not be given
authority to the main track at that point, unless the
restricted train is already in on the sidins and it is defi-
nitely known that the engine will not move out of siding
until the other train arrives,

Restricting train orders must not be placed for trains
which under any circumstances may have passed an office
at which the operator has been absent, or the office closed,
unless positive knowledge is had that the train has not
passed the station. If conditions are such that the oDerator
is not_ positive that the train in question has arrived or
passed, he must so advise the train dispatcher.

When it is known in advanee that it will be necessary
to issue a train order at a station that is not a continuously
open office, give the train an order to secure a clearance
at the station or to wait at that station until a specified
time.

26. OBTAINING SIGNATURES-When conditions re-
quire a conductor and engineer to sign a train order, the
operator must not repeat the train order until both signa-
tures have been obtained.

When a train order is issued to anyone other than an
operator, or when the signature of the conductor and engi-



neer are required on an ofder, such names must be re-
corded in the train order book,

27. "X-ING" TRAIN ORDERS-Train dispatchers
should use the "X" iesponse to train orders only when
absolutely necessary. The train order must be transmitted
in entirety before an operator can give the "X" response.
When the "X" response is used, the operator that "X-ed"
train order rriust be instructed to repeat it and be given a
complete as soon as possible. An order that has been
"X-ed' must be made complete before it can be annulled.

When the "X" response has been given to a train order,
or when a train order has been repeated including the
signature of the superintendent, the train to which the
or-der is addressed must be held until complete is received
from the train dispatcher. In case of failure of communi-
cation, every efforf must be made to communicate with the
train dispatcher, using commercial telephone if necessary,

28. REPEATING TRAIN ORDERS-Train dispatch-
ers must give complete cooperation when operators request
to repeat train orders that are recopied and must make
propel record in the train order book as to the station, time
and date repeated. When making additional copies of
train orders that have been repeated, operator must re-
peat all copies made to the train dispatcher.- Train dispatchers must not relieve operators of the
lequirements of checking other operators on the repeating
of lrain orders each have copied unless conditions require.
Frequent checks should be made to see that this is being
done.

29. AUTHORIZING TRAINS FROM INTERMEDIATE
STATIONS-To authorize a train to assume a schedule
at an intermediate station, a train order is required, proper
form of which is: "Engine 360 run as No. 31 F to 2." To
authorize a train to run as a section of a schedule from
an intermediate station, use proper example of Forn F
train order.

30. RUNNING AUTHORITY FULFILLED OR AN.
NULLED-When an extra train has fulfilled its running
authority, or when its running authority has been annulled,
if new running authority is issued for that train and it is
desired to hav-e such trdin use orders previouslv received,
an order may be issued reading: "Retain and observe
Orders 

-." 

It is not necessarv
to do this for slow or cautionary orders or orders annul-
Iing schedules of regular trains.

3I. HEADLIGHT OR CLASSIFICATION LIGHT
FAILURE-When notified of headiight failure ol both



classification signal lights, other trains affected, yard en-
gines, and operators in the territory involved must be noti-
fied as far as practicable to do so.

32. TAKING A.B.S. SYSTEM OUT OF SERVICE._
Train dispatchers must not issue train orders instructing
trains to disregard Automatic Block Signal Indications.

When conditions require and when authorized by the
superintendent, the Automatic Block Signal Sys-tem be-
tw-een two or irrole stations may be taken out of service
by train order.

The following form of train order must be used under
such circumstances: "The Automatic Block Signal System
is out of service between switch 

-

and 

-- 

switch 

-- 

Passenger trains must
not exceed 59 MPH and Freight Trains 49 MPH between
these locations. Rule 91 is in effect". If there are any
spring switches in the territory afrected, the following
must be added to the train order: "Spring switches at

,r"'" ,. ".y h"d "p"riilt '*t"n "t'a 
TltT'o!*iif"ttli

the use of switches operated by hand must be complied
with. Trains and engines must approach facing points -of
such switches prepared to stop unless it is known that the
switch is properiy lined and locked for their movement."

If there are any interlockings located in the territory
affected, the following must also be added to the order:
'Interlocking signals at 

- 

are in service and
must be complied with."

33. INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING CENTRAL.
IZED TRAFFIC CONTROL TERRITORY AND INTER-
LOCKINGS-In addition to the rules governing CTC op-
eration, control operator will be governed by the followi4g
instructions: When authorizing a train to pass a stop ind,i-
cation that governs movement over a dual controlled swi-tch,
if the control machine indicates the dual control switch is
lined and locked for the route to be used, member of crew
may be advised that it is not necessary to hand operate the
dual control switch.

If the control machine does not indicate the dual control
srvitch is lined and locked for the route to be used, member
of crew must be instructed to hand operate the dual control
switch as per rule 275 (A) before proceeding.

When granting verbal authority for movements not
authorized- by signal indications a written record of such
instructions must be kept, except where the dispatcher's
telephone is equipped *ith a tape recording device. In



desisnating time limits use (901am) until (945am). Do
not iefer to time limits as for example "fot 46 minuteg".
Do not condone failure to repeat the instructions back by
employe receiving them.

When switches or signals cannot be operated due to
track obstruction or other conditions, or are undergoing
repairs, control operator must block all signal and switch
le'riers iffected and must not remove blocking until advised
by the proper authoritY.

When a portion of the track is out of service, the sig-
nals, which govern the use of the block in which the ob-
struction or the out of service track is located, must be left
in Stop position and blocking provided.

When safe to do so and provided it will not interfere
with the movement of trains, switches and signals may be
operated by control operator on request of signal main-
tainer or track foreman for test or adjustment purposes
or for the movement of heavily loaded track cars or track
equipment.

When a train is to be admitted to an occupied siding,
ensineer of such train must be advised that the siding is
occupied before such train is permitted to enter the siding.
The train on siding must also be advised when possible to
do so. When two opposing trains are to be admitted to the
same siding, both trains must be advised of this fact before
entering siding.

Switches must be kept in normal position and signals at
stop except when routes are lined for immediate movement
of trains.

Switches and signals must be lined sufficiently in advance
to avoid delay to approaching trains and must not be re-
stored to normal position or another route lined up until
lhe train has cleared the switch.

When setting up a meet between two opposing trains, do
not iine routes and signals too far in advance of trains ar-
rival at that station. If practicable the first train to arrive
at the meeting station should be placed on the siding. Bear
in mind that a switch or signal can be given to a train at
any time but if an attempt is made to take a switch or
sie:nal away from a train -as 

they are closely approaching
thi switch, signals would be changed immediately in ad-
vance of the tiain involved, creating a hazard to that train
and in addition the time release would have to be run down
before any change in the line-up of the switch could be
made.

Control operator must avoid, as far as possible, causing
a signal to display a stop indication for a train unless it

10



is done in sufficient time to also give that train an approach
indication in advance of the stop indication.

Control operator operating machines which have a graph
sheet must enter on the graph sheet the proper identifica-
tion of each train entering and leaving CTC limits, ancl
connect the automatic recording at eaCh switch with an
inked line with the recording at the next switch for the
same train. CTC graph sheet must be kept accurate and
adjusted to agree with standard time. The control operator
must make a record and a report of any irregularities in
the operation of the CTC system, showing date, time of
occurrence, and time and signal department or Mainte-
nance of Way Department was notified.

. 34. USE OF CTC SIGNALS INSTEAD OF TRACK
Fr,.tcs ro pRorEcr MAINTENANcE or wey wonrc
OR ON-TRACK EQUIPMENT: In CTC territory, Main-
tenance of Way work may be performed or on-track equip-
ment which cannot be readily removed from the track may
be moved under block signal protection, provided by the
train dispatcher, without the use''of flagmen nor track flags
or lights required by Maintenance of Way Rules.

The success of this method of track protection depends
on the supervisor or foreman in charge of the work and
the train dispatcher observing all the requirements com-
pletely and establishing close cooperation with each other.
UnneCessary delays tolrains and-to the work crew wiii be
avoided if the foreman or supervisor keep in frequent
touch with train dispatcher by telephone or radio,

When the movement of trains permits, the train dis-
patcher will, upon request from the foreman or supervisor
in charge, issue a track car permit to the foreman or super-
visor in charge. In addition to showing the time the permit
:xpires on the signal lever blocks, the train dispatcher must
also write the word "Report".

Under no circumstances may the blocking be released or
signals cleared to permit another movement into the pro-
tected territory until the person authorized on the track
car permit calls in, identifies himself by name, states his
loeation, and advises that the men and machines are clear,
also that the track is O.K. for trains, even though time
limit of the permit had expired.

Other track car permits must not be issued authorizing
movement into a protected area as described above unless
absolutely essential to the work being performed, When
this is done, dispatcher must provide additional markers
or blocking or take such other action as is appropriate to
protect each authorized movement in case the protection of

11



the olisinal perrnit is released by ihe individual in charge
before expirition of the authorized time. A complete un-
derstanding must be alrived at with the persons involved
in the event more than one permit is authorized in the sa.me
,.*ea, to be sure all movements are clear before blocking is
removed.

35. FAILURE OF CTC SYSTEM-In the event of se-
rious trouble in CTC territory which would cause serious
lengthy delays to trains, if in the opinion of the signal
suuervlsor. the CTC should be taken out of service and
when authilrized by the division superintendent, the follow-
ing will govern:

a. Establish train order offices, by train order, at stations
where there are operators but no train order signal. Re-
quire all trains to obtain clearance before passing these
stations.

b. When practicable change all dual control switches with-
in the limits involved, from POWER to HAND opera-
tion and lock in HAND position with signal locks.

c. Use the following form of train order to take the CTC
out of service:

CTC and ABS are suspended between these points. All
other Consolidated Code and Operating Rules are in
gff ect. W-5ls.tw?rj! trains 

. 
are superior t_o Q4qfxard trains

of the same cIFs. Maximum speed of passbnger trains
is 59 IIIPH, freight trains 49 MPH. Dual control switches
must be operated by hand when used and left locked in
normal position for hand operation. They must not be
left in "power" position.

The following stations are in service as train order
oQcespt the times indicated:

"CTC and ABS is out of service between
and 

-,

: AMIO LiDi PM
. .- _AM io r((f pM

All trains must receive a Clearance at these stations
rvhen office is open."

If interlockings are involved in such telritory where
the CTC is out of service add the followin! to the train
order:

"Interlocking signals at 

- 

are in service,
interlocking rules must be complied with."

L2



d. Deliver the train order suspending CTC operation to
all trains and operators in the territory affected, also
to all trains that will enter such territory,

e. If there are no communications in addition to the CTC
failure, no attempt should be made to move trains into
the affected territory until the trains in such territory
have been moved out, or until the necessarv restricting
train orders have been delivered to those trains and
acknowledgment of receipt of such trains orders has
been received by the train dispatcher,

f. When CTC operation is to be resumed, all trains and
onerators affected must be given a copy of the train or-
der annulling the CTC suspension train order, after dual
control su'itches in the affected territory have been re-
stored to normal operation.

In CTC territory a supply of train orders and Clear-
ance forms must be rnaintained at stations.

36. CONTROL MACHINE OPERATED BY A CON.
TROL OPERATOR OTHER TIIAN TTIE TRAIN DIS.
PATCHER-Control operator must keep train dispatcher
aclvised of any movements to be made in such territory,
he rvill be governed by instructions received from the train
dispatcher. A written record must be kept of such instruc-
tions except r.vhere the dispateher's telephone is equipped
rvith a recording device.

37. TRAIN LOCATION LINE-UPS-Train dispatchers
must familiarize themselves with Maintena.nce of Way rule
governing line-ups. The prescribed form nrust bc used by
those copying train location line-ups.

Trains should be listed separately for each direction,
passenger trains first then other trains, 'rvork trains to be
shou,n separately from regular trains.

Train dispatchers shall issue line-ups for all concerned at
time specified by the superintendent and line-ups should be
numbered consecutively beginning at midnight. The same
care ancl considelation should be given line-ups as is givell
tlain oldels. Additional line-ups shall be issuecl upon re-
c1rest, the periocl of time covered should be no longer than
rlecessary,

'lhe iine-up shall list all trains on the road, any trains
olclered or expected to be run in the territory involved
ivithin a specified time. The last O.S. report should be
shorvn fol all trains and an approximate time at inter-
rrrecliate liey stations. For tlains ordered or tlains expected
to be run also show a time at kev stations.

13



The line-ups should be repeated by one or more of those
iopying it. Each person copying a line-up must observe
whether it is repeated conectly and if not, will immediately
call attention to any error.

To help in identification of trains, engine numbers should
be given when possible. Such additional information as may
be helpful to persons receiving the line-up shall also be
given, 1or example: light engine, local, log train, symbol
number, passenger extra, etc,

The line-up will not include information as to train and
engine movements made exelusively within yard limits,
Track cars and on-track equipment will move as the way
is seen to be clear within yard limits.

S/hen there is a change of timetable the following infor-
mation rnust be included on the line-up that is transmitted
at regular line-up time commencing 48 hours before and
continuing until 48 hours after the effective time of the
new timetable:

"-(Division)-- Timetable No. 

- 

becomes effective

-(Time 
and Date)- obtain a copy."

Persons eopying line-ups shall make as manv copies as
needed. When operators copy line-up a file copy shall be
retained bearing the signature of all persons to whom
copies are issued. When line-ups are recopied, they must
be repeated to the train dispatcher.

If it develops that a train is ready to depart ahead of the
time shown on the line-up or it is desired to run a train
not inclucled on the line-un or if it is necessary to run a
train against the current of traffic and such information
is now shown on the line-up, in any of these situations
the train cannot be permitted to leave until after all per-
sons who have received a copy of the line-up are contacted
and the necessary correction in line-up made, In an emer-
gency situation, such as a serious accident, derailment, en-
gine faiiure, etc,, a train may be permitted to operate when
given one of the following forms of train order to cover
tl.re situation, in addition the train dispatcher must attempt
to contact individuals who have copies of the line-up.

To permit a train not shown on the line-u1 to operate
use the followiug forrn: "Your train is not shown on track-
man's line-up. Run at reduced speed not exceeding 15 MPH
rvhere visibility is restricted, also sound engine whistle fre-
quently."

To permit a train to operate against the current of traf-
fic, use the follo'lving form: "Trackmen had no advice of
your train on 

-'--- 
track, run at reduced speed not
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exceeding 15 MPH where visibility is restricted, also sound
engine whistle frequently."

38. CTC TRACK CAR PERMITS-In CTC tenitory,
when it is-necessary to move a track car or on:track equif-
ment on the main track beyond the control signals of ih;t
station,. and such movement is not protected ai provided in
item 34, in addition to qbtajnine the line-up.'CTC track
pglmit must be obtainedffirator. Indi-
vidual requesting permit must identify himself stating
name, occupation, his location, describe movement to be
made and time necessary to make such move.

When it can be done, the control operator will issue a
CTC track permit- which must be copidd on the prescribed
form and repeated back by the person copying it.

This authority when reeeived will permit movement be-
twe_en the specified times and between the points shown
without protection against trains. A careful iookout must
be maintained for other on-track equipment. At the expira-
tion of the time authorized the niovement must be i:lear
of the main track or protection provided when conditions
require.

- - The control operator must protect such movement by
blocking the. signals on the iontrol machine governing
movements into the designated territory. The- blocking
must not be removed unt-il expiration oi the authorizeii
time- unless the movement is reported clear by the person
to whom the permit was issued.'

Wten the control operator cannot issue track car permits
or when communication cannot be made with the 

-control
operator, movement on the main track mav be made if the
line-up permits movement or under proteciion when condi-
tions require.
. Track and time limits for a ftain and a CTC permit for

the movement of track cars must not be issued by control
operator for movement in the same territory.

FORMS OF TRAIN ORDERS

39. FORM S-A-Train order meetine points must be
established between opposing passengEr'trains except
mixed trains.

A train order meet should not be used to advance a train
to the beginning of CTC tenitory.

When a meet order instructs a train to take siding, any
change in such meeting point must designate which-traiir
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will take siding until the meet between the trains has been
fulfilled.

When a meeting point has been established rvithout des-
ignating either train to take siding and later it is decided
to have the superior train take siding, another order must
be issued reading: 't- take siding at 

-

meeting 

-."

40. FORM B-Example 2 may be used only in Auto-
matic Block Signal Territory. It should also be used only
when necessary to keep inferior trains moving ahead of
superior trains and time orders are not sufficient. Station
limits of this order, when used, should be no farther than
necessary.

41, FORM S-C-RiSht of track orders to intermediate
points should be avoided as much as practicable.

When an extra train is given right over an opposing
extra train, as in examples 3, 4, 5, and 6, if possible to do
so, the right-over limits must extend over the entire sub-
division. When this cannot be done the right-over limits
must extend to: the end of the running order of the first-
named extra; or, to a point already reached by the seeond-
named extra and where it receives the order. When con.
ditions do not permit this and it is necessary to make the
right of track order to an intermediate point, the train dis-
patcher will add to the order: "Extra take sid-
ing and not leave until extra 

- 

has
arrived." These instructions are not necessary to add to
the train order when there is no conflicting movement be-
yond the end of the right of track in the order and the
train given right is instructed by train order to not wait
at the point last-named.

Do not give an extra train right over all opposing trains
to an intermediate point, for example: "Extra ?00 West has
right over eastward trains A to G." In the above example
eastward trains would include eastward extra trains and
extra 700 West, according to rule, would be required to
head in and stay at G for eastrvard extra trains.

42. FORM E AND FORM S-E-Form E and Form S-E
train orders must not be combined.

When it is necessary to change the time iu a run-late or-
der all previous run-late orders in effect to that train in
Urose run-late limits must be annulled.

The time in run-late orders must end n'ith a zero so as
to be easily added to the schedule time.
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When reclucing time in orders, inferior trains, either in
the same direction ahead or opposing trains that have the
original order, must receive a copy of the order reducing
the time or the movement protected by train order, before
the order is made complete to the superior train.

43. FORM F-Since it is not always necessaly for each
section of a first class train to make all regular, flag or
conditional stops of that schedule, train dispatcher must
see that each section has the necessary instructions regard-
ing stops to be made and notify stations concerned accord-
ingIy.

44. FORM G-Before issuing running orders or a num--
bered clearance authorizing an extra train, the train dis-
patcher must enter crew and engine record on the train
sheet and issue the required orders between this extra
and opposing extra trains. If a return movement is to be
authorized the entry must be placed on the train sheet in
both directions and the reguired orders and authority pro-
vided for the movement in both directions.

An e:itra train must not be authorized to return to a lo-
cation beyond its starting point.

When example 2 is used all trains on line over which the
extra is given right, must have copies of the order deliv-
ered to them before the order is made complete to the extra
thus given right. When this cannot be done, a"Hold order",
Form J, must be placed to provide protection until the
example 2 order is delivered to ail trains affected. Work
extras in this territory must be given a copy of the
example 2 order and must also be instructed by train or-
der to "Ciear Extra 

- 

on Order No. 

--."
It must be understood that the extra thus given right
must also be given a copy of the order for the-work train
to clear the scheduled extra and also be given a copy
of work order.

When it is desired to run an extra train authorized by
example 2,late on such order, another order in the follow-
ing form must be used: "-- run 

-- 

late
to 

-- 
on Order No, 

-."

When it is desired to have an extra authorized by ex-
ample 2 use the main track at its arrival station, the order
shouid read: "Arrive Passenger Station.tt

45. FORM H-Trains authorized by work orders will
be entered on the train sheet by showing a diagonal line
drarvn across the station column between the working lim-
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its. showins thg sngine number and time limits along the
line. in adiiition, the proper entry must be made in the
worik train column on the train sheet.

When necessary to authorize two work extras within the
same or overlapping work limits, one of the work extras
must be instructed to protect against the other work extra.

Wa.it orders issted for the benefit of work trains should
.not specifv "For work extra". A train order meet between
a woik ex'tra authorized by Form H train order and any
pther train is prohibited.

To extend the working limits of a work extra either as
to territory or as to time, a new work order must be issued.
A superseding order muit not be used,

The work train crews tie-up at the end of the day is not
sufficient authority to annul a work order in advance of the
expiration time of the order. The signature of the conduc-
toi and the engineer must be obtained to the annulling
order.

When a work extra has been instrueted to clear or pro-
tect against an extra train after a specified time and it is
desireii to extend such time, the following form must be
used: "Work extra 

- 

(clears) or (protects against)
after 

- 

instead of 

-,"

A work extra must not be instructed to clear or protect
against a regular train after a certain time use time orders
for this purpose.

46. FORM K-When a schedule or a section is an-
riulled frorn an intermediate station as in examples 2 and
3, the order must specify the date that the train is due to
Ieave the intermediate station.

47. FORM iVI AND FORM P-In superseding or an-
hullins part of an order, iepeat the words and figures of
the partlcular movement to be superseded or annulled, for
example:
Order No. 1 - "No, 1 meet No. 4 at and No. 2

at, 

-.tt

OrderNo.2-"That part of order No. 1 reading No. 1

meet No. 2 at 

- 

is annulled."
Order No. $ - "lr[s. 1 meet No. 4 at instead of

-,,,

Order No. t -t(|r[e. 
1 wait at A until 959 am B 1010 am."

Order No, 2-"That part of order No' 1 reading No. 1 wait
at B until 1010 am is anpulled."
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A train order must not be superseded more than once.
After an order has been superseded, if any further changes
are necessary, the superseding order must be annulled.

Form G or Form H train orders must not be sulterseded
to shorter or lengthen the limit of distance or time author-
ized.

When there has been an engine change on regular train,
the following form may be used: "No. 

- 

has engine
instead of engine 

-."

48. FORM D-R-Before the train dispatcher issues a
Form D-R train order through yard limit territory, he
must first notify the yardmaster.

When an inferior train is authorized to run against the
current of traffic ahead of a superior train, a copy of the
D-R form train order authorizing the movement of the
superior train must also be issued to the inferior train.

49. FORM D-S-When Form D-S orders are issued
through yard limit territory train dispatcher should first
notify the yardmaster and furnish copies of the order for
yard engines.

Time should not be stated in the body of this form of
order if it can be avoided; however, if necessary to do so,
use a starting time only, for example: "After M

track will be used as single track between F
and G." After the expiration of the starting time in the
original train order, that order should be annulled and
replaced with one not specifying a starting time, for
example: ".. track will be used as single track
between F and G."

50. FORM Y-When a Form Y train order is to be
used, employe in charge of work must notify train dis-
patcher, furnishing time, date, location aud limits where
such protection is desired. When train order has been is-
sued, employe in charge will be advised the order number,
location, speed and time limits of the order. Track flag
for impassable track must be placed within these limits
and be in piace during the times specified. A green flag
must be displayed to the right of the track to indicate the
end of the restriction.

Work lirnits requested should be as short as practicable.
If necessary, to accomplish this, a second order should be
requested for second half of work period.

51. FORM Z-On certain branch line subdivisions, des-
ignated in the time-table special instructions on such sub-
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divisions, flag protection against following trains is not re-
ouiled. therefore the use of Form Z ttain orders are not
rlquired on these subdivisions.

On such subdivisions, train dispatchers must not aulhor'-
ize one train to follow another until both trains have been
instrncted by train order to protect to the rear as ple-
scribed by Rule 99. The following form of train order must
be rised in such situations: "Provide protection againsfib<
following trains as prescribed by Rule 99."

When a work extra is authorized on such subdivision, all
other trains on that subdivision must be furnished a copy
of the above order, including the work extra.

When a work extra is authorized within limits covered
by a Form Z train order, an exception to the order must
be made in the following form: "Eastward extra trains be-
tween H and B except work extra 292 between E and D
and extra 77 east wait at H until 410 pm."

52. SLOW OR CAUTIONARY ORDERS-In placins
slow or cautionary otders, definite locations must be used
to enable crews to easily locate the conditions. If speed
zone signs are used, after having been placed and the train
dispatcher so advised, that fact must be stated in the order.
When using mileposts, culverts, bridges, etc., locate the con-
clition in relation to the nearest station or between stations.

When it is known that a slow or cautionary order will
be in effect for more than a week, it should be called to the
attention of the chief dispatcher so that a bulletin can be
issued covering the condition.

On double or three or more tracks slow or cautionary
orders must be so addressed that all trains moving with or
against the culrent of traffic will be protected.

53. CLEARANCES AND CLEARANCE RECORDS_
Train dispatchers and operators both should check their or-
ders carefully to be sure that all orders for a train are in-
cluded on the clearance at the time it is being handled with
tire train dispatcher.

When a train order restricts a train's superiority at the
t:oint rvhere it receives the order, the clearance must not
be issued until the train affected has been brought to a stop.

In circumstances when it is necessary to take up a clear-
ance already issued and issue a nerry clearance, due to
issuing a restricting order, as required by Rule 220 B,
the clearance page record shall show the flrst clearance as
"Void" and a complete entry for the 4ew clearance,
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When a second clearance is issued with a non-restricting
order, this clearance shall also be a complete record entry
on tl-re clearance page.

\Yhen issuing a numbered clearance as authorized by
Rule 97 (A), in addition to showing the number of clear-
ance and address in train order book, enter the words
"Extra to 

--" 
in the column containing body of

the order.

54. RADIO: Train dispatchers should bear in mincl
that use of the radio enables them to maintain contact
with crelvs of trains in a manner that should result in a
more efficient operation.

In CTC territory, radio contact with crews by the dis-
patcher should be extremely beneficial in exchanging in-
formation as to other train movements or other conditions
helpfnl to the operation of trains and the radio should be
so used when practicable.

The radio n-rust not be used to violate any operating rule.

55. MANUAL BLOCK SYSTEM INSTRUCTIONS*
:r.Ihere Manual Block Svstern Rules are in effect, the train
dispatchers and operators are responsible for the proper
operation of the Manual Block System ancl must maintain
complete record in the block record book, including train
numbers, tirre bloek authority granted and time trains en-
ter and clear the block, also the time blocl< authority dis-
coniinued.

Train creg's are instructed in the tirne-table that the
I\Ianual Block System will be initiated by train order only
nnd that the Manual Block System will be in effect on por-
tions of the divisions designated in the time-table or be-
tr'veen points as listed in the train older. In addition, the
time-table specifies that the Manual Block System is in
effect during designated time and this information will also
l:e contained in the train order. When it is necessary to
move a train into an occupied Manual Blocl<, the train or-
der will specify the nranner of movement as contained in
these instructions.

A passenger train r.vill
t'hcn occupiecl by another
tcction.

No tlain r.vill be admitted to the block when occupied
by an opposing train or by a passenger train, except when
authorized by train order under flag protection.

2t

not be admitted to the block
train, except under flag pro-



A train will not be permitted to follow a train other
than passenser train intb the block except when authorized
bv triin order. and when such movement is authorized the
followins train must be instructed by train order to proceed
prepared to stop short of train or obstruction, but not to
exceed 15 MPH.

To admit a train to the block, the block record must be
examined by the individual in charge of the block record
at that station, and if clear of trains, request permission
for the block from the next block station in the following
form: "Block for (train)." The individual receiving the
request must check the block record at his station and if
clehr. will enter the train number in his station's block
record and respond: "I have blocked for (train)." Opposing
trains must then be held at that station until the train
for which the block record was given has anived and
cleared the block except as provided above.

When permission to use the block has been obtained,
the trairr may be cleared in the usual manner with the
dispatcher issuing Clearance Form A, inserting on the line
which presently contains the Rule 97 (A) information:
"Block clear to (station)."

To place Manual Block System rules in effect, use the
following form: "Efective (time) and ending (time) Man-
ual Block System rules are in efrect between (station)
and (station)."

To oermit a train to make a visual check for the anival
of anbpposing train, the foliowing will be inserted on the
line containing the 97 (A) information: "After (train)
arrives at (station) block clear to (station)."

To permit a train to enter a block occupied by another
train under rules requiring flag protection, use the follow-
ing form: "Block is occupied by (train), Your train must
be preceded by a flagman."

To permit a train to enter a block occupied by another
tlain under ruleS requiring movement at restricted speed,
ruse the following form: "Block is occupied by (train).
Your train must proceed prepared to stop short of train or
obstruction but not to exceed 15 MPH."

Dispatchers or operators must not issue a wire failure
cleara-nce when Manual Block System operaf,ion is in effect.
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